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Q & A with WiSE Conference coordinator Pallavi Joshi
by

R. Todd Kerr

Q2. How did you first become
interested in the sciences? And
what has kept you going?
A2. The first time I became interested in biology was in 8th grade.

Cal second year student and
WiSE Conference coordinator
Pallavi Joshi

I attended a conference (see the
trend!) called Expanding Your Horizons, a science conference meant
for middle school girls. In one of
the workshops called See Your
DNA, we scraped off some cheek
cells and extracted DNA from
them. A few chemical reactions later and the DNA was actually visible in the little vials filled with blue
liquid – a tiny white strand that was
suspended eerily in the thick blue
solution. It was amazing to me, and
at the same time, I wanted to know
so much more. That’s what got me
interested, but what kept me going
was my dream I have of using science to help others through good
times and bad.
Q3. What goes on at Cal’s
WiSE Conference? and what’s
new this year?
A3. The WiSE Conference was
founded in Fall 2013 as a way to
empower women in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics). In the past it has featured industry professionals speaking to smaller groups of women.
Last year’s conference featured a
panel of professors and two keynote speakers. Though the speakers
were impressive, my favorite part
was all the networking that occurs
between sessions. So, that will be
the focus of this year’s conference.
To encourage more networking,
we’ve expanded the guest list and
outreach efforts. We’re hoping
more than 200 attend.
Q4. Why is important that
women in the sciences gather?
A4. Women in the sciences need
to stick together, because historically we are a group who has faced
a lot of opposition. Although conditions have improved, the gender
distribution in many STEM fields is
still not equal. There is strength in
numbers. Coming together, pooling
ideas, and being part of a coordinated effort only serves to strengthen
the resolve of women to take up
a STEM career so that they never

feel isolated in the workforce. In
this way they can help each other
each other overcome the odds that
are oftentimes stacked against us.
Q5. What do you have to say
to young women, perhaps those
in high school, just exploring science as a field of study?
A5. Science is a beautiful endeavor. It challenges what most of
us take for granted and pushes the
boundaries of what we believe to be
possible every day. Working with
science is also humbling, as every-

thing you learn only reveals how
much you do not know. But pursuing a career in the sciences can be
daunting, and at times feel unwelcoming. To anyone interested in pursuing the sciences, here’s my message: never let anyone tell you this
field is not for you, or that this career
is too hard or too difficult. Instead,
use the limitless boundaries that science offers to identify your dreams
and your passions, find something
worth pursuing endlessly, and have
faith in yourself that you can make a
change in the world.

Q6. What does it cost to attend
the WiSE Conference? How does
one register?
A6. The WiSE Conference is a
completely free event with complimentary breakfast, lunch, and vegan
cinnamon rolls from local bakery
Cinnaholic. Interested students from
nearby community colleges, universities, state and high schools can register by submitting these two forms:
https://futureofscienceconference.wordpress.com/rsvp/
https://futureofscienceconference.wordpress.com/meal-options/
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Q1. I know you’re busy, so
thank you for your time. I’m curious about your Berkeley story.
What attracted you to Cal, and
how is that you ended up as coordinator of this year’s WiSE Conference?
A1. My Berkeley story is an unusual one. Initially, when I was in
high school, I was not attracted to
Cal. Its reputation as a hypercompetitive, overcrowded school was
unappealing. But that all changed
when I received the acceptance letter. Still I was not convinced, but
when I was reviewing programs
available to science majors, I noticed WiSE – Women in Science
and Engineering. As a spring admit to the university, this program
quickly became my home, my
source of comfort, and my safety
net, providing me with a family
of fellow undergraduate women to
help navigate the university. After
six months with the program, I applied to be a mentor. Then later, I
became a chair of the WiSE Conference Committee. I was drawn to
the position, because I want to create opportunities for other women,
similar to those that defined my interests years ago.

Late last month, Berkeley Times visited the after
school program at Berkeley Arts Magnet (BAM)
Elementary, where 4th
and 5th grade students,
under the direction of
Loren Bondurant (“Mr.
B”), were readying the
first edition of The BAM
News, a free publication
that was recently printed
(on paper) and circulated
to the school community.
On eight glorious pages, this newspaper presents Pros/Cons on the topic of whether the school should allow more computer
time. It also presents stories about the school’s Poetry Garden, book reviews, new students, video
game tips, and a charming cartoon titled “Fairy Magic” – which, of course, is the secret ingredient of
any self-respecting publication.
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